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About This Game

Please, Don’t Touch Anything is a cryptic, brain-racking button-pushing puzzle game.

Covering for a colleague taking a bathroom break, you find yourself in front of a mysterious console with a green screen
monitor showing a pixelated live image of an unknown city. Also present is an ominous red button with the simple instruction to

not touch anything!

Push the red button once or press it many times. Your choices and actions will lead to outrageous consequences and over 30
unique puzzle endings.

Scavenge the room for clues, tools, and buttons to solve riddles and trigger explosive events. This deceptively simple console has
many mind-blowing surprises for you.

This updated version of the classic game features all new high-quality visuals, new mechanics, updated classic endings with new
solutions, and a slew of new endings.
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Go ahead, press the button. You know you want to.
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Title: Please, Don't Touch Anything 3D
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Escalation Studios, Four Quarters
Publisher:
ForwardXP
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3 512MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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Since I've been a big kickstarter and follower of Long Night, I have been very intrigued and very interested in it's development.
Upon finally playing it, it has so far gone beyond my expectations and Trickster Face have done themselves proud!!! It takes me
back to the classic gaming days of Silent Hill with it's fixed camera angles and type of story, but with a twist of amazing artwork
and Up-to-date survival horror and suspense; unlike any other game I have played for a long time! I strongly recommend this
game and can't wait for the next episodes.

Also, be sure to look out for me in the VIP area of the game ;) aha!. So, I'd love to rate this game good... but I cannot due to the
fact you randomly die every 3 minutes that you are in the world when no monsters are near or states are reletively find and ok...
wtf?! cannot do anything without dying randomly. A very inovative danmaku game, that can be very challenging even to
reasonably good danmaku players(like me), and is pretty much the most fun shooter I've played in a while. It has many shot
types in the form of the dolls you can make, so you gotta try to find the ones that suit the situation better or just the ones you
like the most. There is quite a variety of ways to deal with the paterns, but it still requires you to have good dodging abilities if
you want to make it to the end, because even though you can have a big amount of dolls, they'll run out pretty fast if you start
messing up. On top of that, it also has a great soundtrack, which adds pretty well to the game's atmosphere. One flaw though is
that the game doesn't do a good job at explaining some of it's unique and very important mechanics, so I do recommend looking
up a guide for that, or you won't get that far. But still, if you're a fan of shooters, this one is definitly not to be overlooked!. if
you've ever played with a hand-held game of Simon by milton bradley (and didn't rage afterwards), this game's for you.

i like the concept of adding rhythm to the old MB idea but its required REACTION time to press buttons is TOO rigid.

the slider on that built-in metronome doesn't allow you slack for syncopation either.

remember, we're human beings, not machines... our timing is NOT digital --- this game should allow for a bit of syncopation
like most modern karaoke console does for singers.

i like it but I'm a bit torn.

for now, as it is --- it's not worth $9... maybe $5.. I was expecting something a little more like Ultima at first, just going by the
video and screen shots. When I got in game and realized it wasn't like that, I thought it would be more like the original Diablo.

Which is closer to an accurate comparison. It's Diablo 1 without expansive maps, loot, story, characters, environment, direction.

This game is missing the things about Diablo that made it entertaining: Loot. It is what drives these kinds of games. I found
almost no valuable gear whatsoever, and I'm at a fight in the very late stages of the game. I was level 12 by the time I had finally
found an item other than my starting gear. By the end of the game, I had no magic armor (store bought was significantly
superior), a ridiculously weak magic ring, and a mid tier magic weapon.

Playing in melee is torture, too. The aiming is unreliable and skill use is clunky. I didn't bother with magic or ranged, they may
be better.

I don't regret buying this, but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone.. YOU GET TO KILL HEADLESS DOMINAS IN HIGH
HEELS: 10/10. Great for getting around fast, or long distance travel.. Having not watched the trailer, the biggest surprise for me
was that the game is played in 2d rather than 3d. That is to say you control the left\/right movement and also up\/down (altitude)
and that's it, meaning no third dimension to roam in. So it's an on-rails shooter where I was expecting more of a simulator,
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arcadish but still. Since it's also on smartphones though, it makes plenty of sense the gameplay is such.

The game itself is addictive. I was tempted to complete everything in one sitting, that's how much fun I was having. War is
depicted in a cartoonish and nonjudgmental vein that I like very much. There are two control schemes available which provide
varying amounts of frustration. The achievements are not hard at all. For people seeking additional replay value there is an
(entirely optional) set of collectibles. The 3 weapons are quite distinct from each other - each is best suited to a particular
situation so the first one can remain relevant even in the final missions. All in all, this was pure casual bliss.. This entry was
slightly more difficult than the previous two and you no longer have the option of playing different characters. Overall though
my pro\/meh\/con list for this chapter is basically the same as it was for chapter 1 and 2:

Pros
-----------------------------------------
-Super classic early Sierra Online-esque style text parser interface.
-Incorporates modern quality of life updates (text autocorrect, in game hints).
-Good music.
-Can die like in classic Sierra games but has built in autosave and retry functions.
-CRT emulation is nice touch for the nostalgia factor.
-Classic use of finding stuff in a cupboard and using a lantern a la Sierra classics!
-Found out you can use shift key to walk faster without having to change speed in settings.

Meh.
-----------------------------------------
-Extremely short approx 40 min.

Cons
-----------------------------------------
-No major complaints!

You can pick up the whole series for under 3 bucks so if your interested in playing I suggest grabbing the bundle. Im off to play
the final chapter!. Cute xmas gem!
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Candy, is dandy, but liquor, is quicker.. 5\/10 "For fans only"

Los MiniDrivers boasted itself as the craziest arcade racing game, but admittedly, I have seen more crazy games back in
Playstation 2 with in fact more traditional grandprix elements than this game. Despite that, the game has several features,
charms, and cutenesses that keep the fans of Adaco, the mastermind behind the original flash web video series, to enjoy
themselves.

MiniDrivers is, at a glance, a top-down, auto pilot racing game with superdeformed racing cars very similar to Table Top Racing
and Mini Motors Racing. but the game is actually more adjustable than it appears. The options are rather simple yet effective.
You can choose a different camera, steering sensitivity, and whether or not you control the pedels to fit your driving style. The
control is simple and very easy, to the point it can be a hit or miss. Your car tends to have very responsive steering, so there's no
real need to brake other than tricky tracks like Monaco and Japan where you'll spin like mad when overthrottling into uphill and
downhill curves. especially when your car has become faster. Still, it's a decent control, and with over 20 track in over 500
events each with its own racing conditions, lap numbers, regulations, and surprisingly increasing difficulty, you can jump right
into F1 with no experience, and drive for fun and challenge.

The races themselves are also "okay" in that it stimulates the F1 feel enough to enjoy. The game is on a fair balance between
realism and fantasy, and the powerups are better balanced and easier to understand than F1 Race Stars, but comparing
MiniDrivers to that, the game can be very lackluster. First of all, the graphic is very, very bad. The lack of fantasy and bright
color makes this game not very eye-catcing and in fact makes the game harder to play in the depressingly dark and rainy races.
The pace of the game can also be hurting, since you start very sluggish, and build you way up slowly due to how expensive the
cars and upgrades are despite you having multiple ways to gain coins. The tracks can also become boring and repetitive after a
while. which doesn't help in that there's variety in music at all except the flash series's main theme jingle, which is downright
disappointing for this type of racing game. In most arcade racing games, each track tends to have its unique personality, in
MiniDrivers, every track feels almost the same.

On the track, the powerup can be very helpful or annoying. In your hands, you can upgrades several weapons like boomerang,
oil, Safety Car barrier, turbo boost, and streamroller boost to make it very effective to your races. In the hands of AIs, however,
the race can be disasterious as they suddenly use them to annoy you, then crash themselves into you like idiots. Speaking of AI,
they can be very frustrating. The opponents tend to run a racing line, yet go mad into corners, resulting them crashing into
barriers, each other and, worst of all, into you and ruin your race. On the other hand, there's no rubberband, so AI will be left in
the dust when you have an overpowered car, something which can be good or bad depend on your preference.

Despite the gameplay problems, the selling point of this game is a fanservice, and they nail it correctly with the fanservice. Fans
of the flash series will not be disappoint with the adorable sounds that the drivers make, and while there's only one real theme,
it's catchy and enjoyable for fans. The delivery of the game is also superb, as it cutely parody all the inside F1 jokes and drivers'
personalities in the ways you feel heartwarming and not offended at all. The selection of F1 cars are also very incredible.
Included in the game are larger number of racers from the iOS game, mockoff F1 cars way back from the 50s to the 2000s as
well as classic tracks and constantly updated car skins, tracks, and events. The problem, however, is that not everything is nice
and dandy. For whatever reason, the game couldn't license the fictional catchy names like "Mini Rosso" or "Minicedes" like
they used to do, and the beautiful stickers have been replaced with child's doddles. Buying a car is also rather difficult because
the showroom constantly changes the selection and the cars are all very expensive despite that they're really just skin swaps with
slightly different performances: a Manor can easily win against a Mercedes when fully upgraded.

"Craziest races" are far from what MiniDrivers convey. The game is disappointingly lacking in graphic and sounds. Other than
fanservice, there's not really anything new to add to the likes of tabletop racers, and the game simply isn't cute enough like its
competitors. The gameplay, however, is rather decent and flexible, the fanservice and the delivery are very appealing, and it's in
fact a rather cheap game. If you're F1 or Los MiniDrivers fan, this game should be enough to entertain you. If you're not either,
then consider looking for something else.. Low frames
Not hd
Video always glitches out and shows some random green stuff that wasn't in the recording

Don't buy it.
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~waste of time and money. It's better than what you can see in the trailer and screenshots. It's not just an "open a door and kill
people" game, you have to loot the important and not so important things to survive and have a chance against hordes of
enemies.

The game itself runs pretty smooth, controlls are easy to grasp and the graphics are well done.. This game definitely needs work.
The sound effects and audio production are pretty sad. While some people say there is music, that's really not the case. In the
game, there's nothing except silence.

F- would never reccomend to anyone.
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